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INDIVIDUALIZED LEAHNIM.3 bYw tmo

Study Guide
To successfully complete this module, complete the following, tasks inthe order

, listed. Check each one off as you complete it.

Read the Goal and Performance' Indicators on the cover of this module.

This will inform you of what you are expected to gain from completing

this module and how you will demonstrate that knowledge. Read)the

Introduction section to understand why this module is important.

2. Study the Information, section of this module to acquire the knowledge

necessary to complete the Self and Post Assessment exams.

3. Complete the Self Assessment exam and compare your answers with those on

the Self Assessment.Answer Sheet on the page immediately following the

exam. Re-study or ask your instructor for help on any questions you

have trouble with. The Self Assessment exam will help you determine

how well you are lik4ly to do On thePoit Assessment.

4. Complete the.Post Assessment exaM and turn your answers in to your

instructor.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

IntrbduCtion

6

r

The skilled worker must be able to idenfify the proper steps.and their correct.

sequence in order to satisfactorily complete a projects Proper, ,execution ofall

required tasks will result in an efficient and professional job.

A
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Information

'

PLASTERING PROCESSES .\ .

,
.

While performing a plastering job there are 10 major tasks to be performeth:.
. .

Each has one or more steps to be executed. The sequence of tasks and of the

individual steps is highly important to the overall success of the finished job. -

The first task is to prepare the jobsite for the beginning of work. This ,includes_

checking the site foe proper inspection certification (especially for base material),

.a visual check for level, plumb and -square and true corners Finally, a re iew
9r'pf the job plans are in order°

From the plans and base material used; the proper type of pla'ster will be seletted:.

This will allow the worker to set the moriate dots and screeds indiciting the

plaster thicknesses desired.

, t C

D . .

The next step is to mix thebasecoatplaster. Mixing proportions will be determined

and the method of mixing, either by hand or mixing machine, will be selected.
c '46

4

If the handmix methpd js chosen, there is'a five step procedure to follow,

,
..

. .

First, place ingredients into one end of the mixing box:. This is called "charging
:the box." Use a layering technique by .adding poftions of the, dry ingredients in

.

- ldyers to aid in ,-completemfxing. .Chop the dry ingredientsiusing.a mortar hoe
to improve the mixing OroCess. Water is added.in small amounts and the chopping. ,

-.- continues.- Continue adding water until thoroughly 'mixed, usingcaution.not to ,

addexcesstve 'amounts of AVater. Excest water will weaken the plaster and cause: the
7 ,

. .

.
,

. .

"surface
..

' , .to.crack. ,

,

.
. A,

,
.

I #.
IP

.

~ FOr the machine lmixing irleth64,
_the following steps are performed.. Add p0% of tile'

. 40- 'water% water to a cleani mixer. Any olclplaster w.fil serile"as accelerators (speed up the.. .. ...,
. . ,. ..

. . .set) to thenew.plaster mix. Next, add 'in 1/2 the sand and all of the plaster. '-' :..
1,
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Then, add i the ,reamining sand. Introduce any admixtures required. Mix'ndt less

than 1/2.mi ute normore than 3 minutes. Timing will depend on mixer speed.

Plaster it ready to be .dumped and used.

.

With the basg coat plaster mixed, the next /s ep is to apply it to the surface.

FolloWing is the proper techniee'

for applying plaster using hawk

and trowel.

ScoOp some mortar onto. the mortar-

board., Then, holding the hawk as showns

move the hawk and trowel towards each

other. As the hawk and trowel meet,

push. the mortar onto the hawk while

lifting both tools off the mortar -

bbard. ,

A
Aftdr each' trowel is iifted, bring the

.'hawk down again so that jt's parallel

to the ground. Now turn the hawk 1/4

of' a turn., This is so anew side of

mortar is brOUght into position across

from you. It also. keeps the Mortar in

the center of thehawk. The ,hawk is4
.

easier. to handle if the mortar is

always kept centered_ .

Reach across the hawk and cut into the

,...mortar with he4dge.of the trowel. .)

none smooth motion, tiltthejtawk towards

you and away from the wall. At 'tile

same time, lift and tWist the trowel up.

and away'from,yo6. The haiik should now

. be facing you almost perpendicular iro ,

the gond:- The :trowel shoUld'pe blade

O

C
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up with the mortar on top' of it you are putting the mortar onto the trowel with

'0

ti

)1/
the'hawk.

'

!

Apply'the plister with a sweeping, motion from side to 'side, making the first layer

thin;imth6diately apply a second or""double" coat.
.

.

.

,.

Usingthe rid., level-the basecoat to dots and.gcreeds. -Following this, it is time

to Use the scarifier to roughen-the.basecoat surfacetefore:the plaster sets.

This will improve finish cp,at bonding to the basecoat.

When' the basecoat sets up, it's time to mix the fin)O'r'plaster. Select the finish

Coat plaster and determipe proper proportions. Follow mixing procedures outlined ;

,for basecoat plaster. The finail)reparation of the basecoat (before
f.

applying the finish plaster) is to angle plane thesurface torempve any protrusion's.,

'''Apply the initial layer of fintSh plaster, scratching in vgles, featheredgine

the angles-and then scratthbetwien the angles. Allow this coat of, finish

°plaster to "draw 11131,1L and then doulale up plaster to bring the'finish coat thickness

to 1/16" to 1/8". Next--, sweeten the angles and sweeten the rest of the area. Water

troweling is next. This process should be repeated at least twice until the finish

sets. ,brush waler over the surface with a felt finish brush.

,CEMENT FINISHING PROCESSES O

There are 7 major tasks in prepari9g and finishing concrete work. Site preparation
,:. .

,4
. qis the first task.

. .
.

The. first step in, preparing the site is to read the blueprint orplan to determine.

the lotation of the slab and the type of finish to be applied. With.the site. .

14aled,'the grade" is established'by excavating to sub6rade, laying the vapor

ba:rrier and applying gravel and leveling the tubgrade,by using a bUilder's level.

.'lie,xt, the forms areprepared and placed by setting thecornerS and_Completing'the .
..,. .

rest of the-forni according to the plan. Check the formfFor level, pluthb and

square. ,Next,'set out:screed stakes

The gravel shOuld,be compacted Using
.

shOuld be reIchecked. The next step'

(if required) and, check for,appropriate height,. a

a, roller, or hand4tamper, and the trade -

is'to select the type of concrete to be used.. "
;.This will,,depend onthe exposure the' concrete will face. There 'are three:,,_.,

.,

exposed,' categorieS,otexposure: mild, where the concrete i§ not. to.abration or,
. , . .

.
° .severe.weather; normal, for watertight structures and/or mild weather; and

P e
'
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*severe', where the concrete is subjeCt-ed to strong wear, weaither$ and weak acids

or alkali solutions. '

By knowing,the exposure, the proper cdhcrete slump can be selected (the more
severe the-exposure, the lower the slump to use)'. Using less water will create .

ower slump. This will contribute to the selection of proper mixingproportion.
011

The proportions for low slump concrete. are: 4 1/3 parts moist sand, 1 3/4 parts
dry cement, 2 2/3 parts aggregate, (1 172") and part water. The mix is adjusted
according to, the following proportions for high slump concrete: 4 1/3 parts
moist sand, 1 3/4 parts dry cernent, 2 2/3 parts ;aggregate (1 1/2") and 2 parts
water.

. With ingredients at hand \And the correct proportions selected, the mixing begins.
,,,doilth a hoe or shovel,' mix the dry ingredients thoroughly in a wheelbarrow or #

box: Create a mound out of the cfry mixture with a depression in the center.
Slowly add 1/2 to 3/4 of the water while folding in (mixing) the drx ingredients.

-;''When completely- mixed, deterige if any remaining water is required. The mix must

now, be tested for-consittency and slump.

Proper concrete consistency is demonstrated by the followin9 test': shbvel or pour
part' of the mixture onto a clean,, damp surfate and' work with a hoe or shovel.

,Lightly float the mixture by running a .trowel over it. until, the spaces between
aggregate are filled. Pick up some of the concrete witttra liovel. The mixture

should slide off the shovel.' It should be wet enough to stick together without
crumbling. .

I

In order to 'check the slump, a small amountof0 concrete should, be formed into a
,

-cone shape on a 'clean damp surface. (Specially made slump cones are available
for this.). Meisure-theheight ofthe 'cone immediately' Note the decrease in
the height of the tone as the concrete settles. A small decrease means low slump;
77

a large drop, means hjgh -S1Ump.

With testing accomplished, it is time to place the concrete into the forms.
,Concrete should be placed "fn the form as close to its _final location .as possible
and not worked around.unnecessarily. #.

"
With the concrete in place, 'consolidate it with Otamp or jitterbug. A straightedge

f



'may be used to level concrete before. consolidation, if desired. After consolida-

tion,tion, remove any .screed stakes.

The finish Work now begins. Begin by immediatel9 using a bull float to level the

surface and use a darby to level the edges of the slab. Be careful not to overwork

the,surface as this leads to-imperfections later. Bleed water and sheen must

diisipate before continuing further.

When conditions permit, round off open edges with an edger to prevent spalling

(chipping). ,,Cut any'required control joints using a jointer birroover: The,

concrete must now be allowed to set'urtil a person's weight leaves a depresjion

of i /4 "'or less.before continuing.
.

Once it has set up, float the surface with a hand float, making wide arcs; continue

until tile surface is smooth. Nowt begin to trowel theurface. Place the trowel

flat against the surface, making wide-sweeping arc. Overlap the previous stroke

sTightly (about 2").

When the surface ure from the first troweling has va -., begin the
:,..,). \

\
second troweling, using a maller trowel. Tilt the eslightly with trowel's.-

4 trailing edge down to apply increased pressure. T process is repeated,uing

smaller trowels and increased angle until the trowel makes a ringing; 'scraping.

noise across surfacet After troweling is complete, the surfacemay be textured'
.

using a broom or burlap.

. ,i.,,,
The final step of cement finishing is the curibg,process. 'This

/hydration' rocess to properly take.place and limits the possibility

chipping and dusting on the concrete.surface. There are three main

curing. One.cyrthese methods is generally selected.

ws the

of cracking,

types of

The first is the water cure. Water is applied to finished concrete with a spray

mist and continued over a, pe'riod of ,gt least 3 days. 'The.second method is to .

provide'a mechanical barrier of, waterproof paper or plaster, to 0,11 in water and

prevent evaporation. Concrete should be covered as soon as finishjng Is completed:

The third choice consists of:using a chemical membrane. These compourid(are

applied to the finished surface a spray mist as soon as the water sheen.

. disappgars. It is essential that a uniform and complete comerageis accomlipshed..
.

This usually requires'twaapplications.', A q ;,.
I

-L
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BRICKLAYING

. The processof bricklaying can be broken down into seven tasks, each involving

several steps.

The bricklayer must first prepare for the job by reviewing the blueprint or plan

to establish the size, type and location of the project at habd. the bonding

pattern and the type and size of the masonry unit to be used is'determined at

this time,,also.

With, this information, the layout of the project' ust I)e transferred from the

plan to the actual job site location. Begin by es Wishing wall lines using

a Chalkline. Lay'a dry course of briCk% allowing room for mortar.head joints.

4 Mark joint location on the layout surface and move the bricks. aside. Re-check

the layoutlayout for square at this time. Once the layout is ready, ;the next step is
.

.to select and prepare the mortar.

Mortar is the bonding agent that ties masonry units togettle'ro It is made from

cementatious materials like portland cement, lime, aggregate (sand) and water.

There are three general types. of mortar mixes used in bricklaying. 'Type 1 is for

general use. Type 2 is used. when moderate sulfate resistance or'moder'ate..

hydration (cuOTrig) heat is wanted. Type 3 is used when high early strength is

'desired. Requirements of the job'and properties of the various types of mortars

will allow for the selection of the\correct mortar type;
. .

Once mortar type is selected, it 'shoul.,0 be mixed. The proportions for a gere;1.

-use or Type N mortar are as follows: 42 to 1 1/4 parts lime, 3 3/4 to 4 1/2

parts sand, 1 part portland cement: The-se dry ingredients are mixed in the mortar 9 .

box and then water is added slowly. Continue mixing and adding water until the

mortar takes on a consistency that is easy to spread but clings. to vertical

surfaces. At this point, shovel the mortar qntothe mortar board.

The mechanics of getting.the mortar,from board to brick is the next task. .Hold

.the trowel with fingers Oder the' handle and the thumb .on top of the ferrule.

Work the mortar.into a pile in -the cen'er of
\\

the.board.. Smooth off a small area
. .

with a:. backhand stroke of the trowel:. C a small amount-of mortar aWay.from the

pile viith a- forehand pulling moton, Scoop he cut mortar onto the trowel with

a cluick clockwise turn of the wrist.

.

f
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The bed joint is ,spread by unloadthe trower's mortar. by snapping the arm
backward in the direction of mortar Vine and tilting the_outside edge up. The
joint isthen furrowed. Tilt the trowel nose down and "pat the bed joint to

Icreate a uniform layer of mortar.

Locate the extct corner point of layout and set the fir'st brick at this spot.
Be sure to set it level and square to the wall line and double check. Lay 'the
remaining bricks (4 to 5, depending

414

on a project) in the 'Dead corner, troweling
mortal onto head joints. Use a builder's level, to level the brick - courses. The
handle of the ,trowel may be Ind to tap bricks on sides and tof5 edge' to idvel.
Line up the bricks along-the the Wall'line, using the, edge of the level along the
outer,edge of bricks. Repeat this sequence on the next lead corner. Work.

towards the center% On subsequent courses, use a line level to determine the
'appropriate level. Be sure to: check joint sizes for uniformity. Use a builder's
level to check for wall plumb at each new course.

As the mortar begins to set up, the joints must be struck With jointer/striker.
tools. The longer sled runner ,type is best for horizontal bed joints while the
short, jointers work bdst on vertical ar head joints. Test the mortar for jointing
by pressing in with your thumb. When the mortar dries to the point that it can
be indented with reasonable

pressure, `the joint should be struck. Use care not
to lay brick for such a period Of time .that unstruck joints set up beyond the-

stage where they, can be struck.

. . .
.Clean up the brick surface With a stiff brush to remove excess mortar from joints4 .

and brick face.

TILE SETTING PROCESSES

The tile setter's work can be brbt(en down into 18 task categories, each with one
or more steps involved..

.$

.

.
Revieviing the blueprints or plans is the tile setter's starting.point Having
reviewed ..the plans, the actual jobsite should be looked at to see ifany prepara-
tion work needs to be done or if any previous trade People should be'recalled in
orddr to re-work or complete the Teas:, .

.....

.
.%

---- --
: '.'

.

.

.With all prep-work accomplished, lay out the job, using'steel tapes and rule5. '
- ...--,
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.
...

.

Find the
,

centerline. Determine-the-tile size'beig used so that any required tile

areascuts may be identified. -While arranging tile, layoUt a plan to float areas areas

to get largest tuts possible and to elimi nate as many uujightly cuts as .

.

feaSible. Make the required cuts using"tile nippers. At, this point it 'is
.

important to check the square of illewOrk surface-to ensure that all areas will
. -

he regular and true.' Use'a builder's square.
...

.

t

After checking the work area,.the screeds are set. These wood strips are designed -/-
.

to Orevide pluTb and level intermediate 'surfaces fpr tile ,setting. ,

=

.
. .

4

Mixing the mortar is the next step. First, deterininethe grade quality Ad
. . /

/1 moisutre content of the sand to be used. Second, determine whether a general

(non-floe) or flooring mortar is required The proportioni for general Mix

mortar are: 3 parts S-rid,1 part cement, 1 part lime;"whild floors use,a-4 to 1 .

A.

drypack mix,

Apply mortar to the work surface,to screed'level using a hawk and trowel. -Float

the-surface by drawinb a straightedge over the surface to remove excess mortar,
=

Remove the screeds and fill in the indentations with additional mortar. Smooth

the surface.
4

The next task is to select and mix the setting cement. This will be based largely

do the tile manufacturer's recommendations and the speCificproduct directions

for. mixing or preparing. Once mixed (some setting cementS'ior "thinsets are

pre-mixed in'a can), the setting cement is applied to the surfate using a serrated
(

trowerand,-Ajlow/ing product instructions;

Tile is now.set into the setting cement, following joint specifications given

on the print. Tiles are set by hand and may be aligned with any straightedge. .

Any cut tile will probably be placed along the edges. - Beat the tile
,
fad

-setting'cemOnt with a wooden block; a rubber or wooden mallet maybe used to tap

the block to assist in the beating process: .

, 0

k

Clean the tile surface wfth.water and cheesecloth. The tile courses should
0

be,

leveled and checked .or alignment with a bUi1der'1 level .and straightedge. kepeat

these prbcesses until-the job area is.,Obvered. Wipe'down all. tiles and joints '. .

with water and cheesecloth -or a bruSh:' 4;r
.

.

;
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Grouting the Joints is the next step. The grout-is selected and mixed according

to m'anufaCturer's recommendations and applied with a rubber float or other

specified toot to all joints. Grout is floated in a circular motion, with enough-

.presSure to,forcefft into the joints by wiping the surface with a sponge or .

cheesecloth.'

After grout clean=up, the tiles are cleaned or polished. Glazed tiles 'are
,

polished, while unglazed tiles are only cleaned.

Caulking is applied to all required areas follot4ingmanufacturer's recommendation.

Any sealers required for'the surface prOtection of the tile is'applied as;a final
.

4- step,

14.

4-I'
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..
O

Answer the following questions in the space provided.
.

0

.1. What are dots and screeds used for in plastering?,

-? 4
2. What does the term 'charging the box" mean?

.

3. True/False. Layering,dritngrediients in the mixing box is beneficial.

.

4. What is the time range for machine-mixing plaster?
. I

N-+

S. Is there a delay before the "double-up" coat is applied?

ti

..1. -Rat

A

6:. What is the final_ task' for all trowel .trade work.?

0

7. List the three types of exposures for concrete.

8. Using less water will create 1) higher or 2) lower slump in concrete.

9. \After concrete is consolidated, is there

or
10. How applications of chemical-curing

for curing; cement?
4

a delay before floating takes place?

mem6ranes are generally required



.e."`re 9

11. What function does mortar perform in bricklaying?

4.
7

12. Which ingredient(s) is/are used first in mixing mortar, water or the dry.

ingredients?

op

°

(

13., Long sThd'runner type jointer /strikers are better for striking horizontal/

vertical joints. (Circle the correct answer.)
v.

14. What tools' are used when applying mortar?

4

O
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Self Assessment
Answem

I

1. to indicateproper/desired thickness-

2. placing the dry ingredients 'n o the mixing box

3. true

4. 1/2 min. to 3 min.

o

5. No. It is applied directly over ti.f initial layer of plaster.

6. clean 4 tools and work area

7: mild, normal, severe

8. 1 Wer,

9. no.

10.- 2

11. primary bonding bdtween masonry units ,

12. water

13. horizontal

14.' hawk and trowel , t
r 4ay.

-do
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Post
AssessmEnt

el

4

Answer the queStion or complete the statement in the space provided..

1. How 'does.excess water damage plaster?

a

2. When machine mixing plaster, which is oryed first. water or the dry

ingredients?

OB. When the water is added, is all of it added at once?

4. Why must old plaster be removed from too s and the mixer?

,

5. As the exposure facing concrete becomes more severe, how should slump be

changed?

6. Should concrete be eim0OU inane large pile and then pushed to distribute it

around the form, or placed as close to its final location.as possible without
aextra working?

7. After bull floating and darbying, do the edges of a cement slab receive

rounding without a waiting, period?

8. Should there be an everlap of-Float strokes. in cement finishing? If so, how much?

17.



9. During concrete troweling, is the angle of the trowel i'ncrea'sed or
decreased with successive trowelings?

10. What are tWo properties of mortar that have the proper consistenCyf,

. .

12. In tilesetting, which is applied first: mastic or mortar?



1 r
:o

i1 nStrUct91
Post Assessment Answers

, I.

1 1'

i-weakens the piaster and causes cracking

.

Z. water

3. only 9/10 -to begin° with'

'0 t

. 01.d illaster will acceler'ate the new ,plaster's setting time.
.

5. Slump- should be .1.owered.by reducing water.
x

6. placed as, location a5 possible

No, bleed water anCi sheen must disapilear first..

8. yes, 2" approximately

9.. increased

10. easy to spread and clings to vertical surfaces

4
$ 4

11. before .

12. mortar

S


